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Dear Suffragist:
T

■

Do you rec-eniber the homely philosophy of CaptBill Mo-Donald.?
He was one of the ganger captains in the oil days when to
be a Texas . ranger w-as to be known, as a ”mah among men,'* and. when
someone asZced him how it vzas that he arrested so many Hespe redoes
and brought Tam i.nto court without bloodshed, he
said co have
answered, "Thera ain’t nc man that’s.in. the WRONG can stand up
against a man tnat’s in the RIGHT if he looks him in the eye and
keeps a cornin’.! "
'
*
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•

that is America:s problem today. We are
in the righ-.; and our enemy is in the wrong, and we have the jcb of
arresving Germany in her mad intention of‘sexting up a military des
potism and roiling baok the tide of time and progress as far as ideas
of democratic government are concerned, wo MUST "keen a coming"
That means we MUST sell this issue of the Liberty Bonds, for to
fail in this would be faltering of the worst kind and would be so
considered by. friend and foe alike.
,

.
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It has been said that if this issue of Liberty Bonds is
jSy3scribed,. with ten million ipames on the list, showing a united
ana determined people, it will serve as America’s- battle of the
.Marne, so great will be its encouragement to our alliess. and so- great
Its effec^ on the German government.
Do yeu■ realise what a pricelessopportunity is ours tcuay?" To fight a great decisive fattl.e with,
dollars instead cf the precious lives and bodies cf the' young man
hood of >he nation! To LEND the money that will 2-akA -’t possible'
for many mothers who have GIVEN the best that they had theRr son.
to receive that son back safely’
'
f
■un
Is YOUR-name on the list of those who would fight this
bloodless battle? Have you solicited anyone to buy a lend?' Are you
a part of the campaign to sell Them in your tome tr,wvo Yf-rnt ■!,j
it because you u.o not care? Or because-you did not realize? Won't
you get right to work today and de . your share that America may f.ook
per problem "in the eye and keep a cornin’? "
at
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.Faithfully yours,

Minnie Fisher Cunningham,
MFC-EHL

President.

